
THE IMPACT OF THE CULTURAL SOCIAL AND POLITICAL FACTORS OF

GENTRIFICATION IN NEW YORK ON ITS FUTURE

Gentrification traces its historical roots to the midth century. . These social, economic, and physical impacts of
gentrification may result in political conflict, heightened by difference in race, class, and culture. Other cities, like New
York, have advocated for â€œAffordable Housingâ€• to blunt the impact of.

Commentary: Causes and consequences of gentrification and the future of equitable development policy. In ,
researchers from University of Colorado at Boulder, University of Pittsburgh and Duke University used
census data to measure the total income gain in gentrified neighborhoods over a select period of time. Instead
of preventing gentrification, affordable housing programs combat the displacement of vulnerable residents by
controlling the rents of certain units through vouchers, subsidies, regulations, or some combination thereof.
The heated debates surrounding gentrification arise, in part, because of the difficulty identifying affected
parties and assessing their relative well-being. New Orleans experienced the most average loss, 1, black
residents per tract, largely attributable to massive dislocation of neighborhoods caused by the Hurricane
Katrina disaster in  Gentrification was centered on vibrant downtown business districts, and in about a quarter
of the cases it was accompanied by racialized displacement. The availability of mortgage financing through
the Housing Act of sparked a construction boom. Marcuse, P. Conclusion [25] There is much disagreement
over the effects of gentrification. Black and Hispanic applicants for mortgages in gentrified neighborhoods
were 2. How does the arrival of new tastes, expectations and demographics damage the social and cultural
fabric of a neighborhood? City planners recognized that the young professionals were competing in the same
housing market as families and proposed micro-housing as way to ease pressure on families in Seattle. Home
mortgage lending in St. Gentrification and residential mobility in Philadelphia. Others characterize
gentrification as a process of renewal or revitalization. The black percentage of the population increased less,
from  Boyd, M. Affluent, mostly white individuals who could afford to leave urban centers fled to less
dangerous suburbs, which tended to be more racially homogeneous. This can cause stress and have mental
health implications for those affected. This stirred him to establish the drivers that lead to gentrification in
terms of land rents â€” the depreciation and physical deterioration of older built structures, and the increase in
the potential income returns from the land on which they were built. The project, which was vetted by nine
different New York community organizations and educational institutions, relies exclusively on data from the
U. While this seems to indicate that gentrification is rare, the selection criteria was stringent and limited to a
relatively short period of time. The desirability of urban living and the potential value of urban properties
increased dramatically, but housing prices remained depressed. This study measured gentrification and
displacement using empirical methods and data, which has its own flaws and limitations. The normal approach
is to determine if displacement rates are higher in gentrifying neighborhoods than they are in other places, and
the weight of empirical research using these methods suggests displacement rates are no higher in gentrifying
neighborhoods than they are elsewhere. The top tier cities in population size have many more neighborhoods,
and may be more economically dynamic than second tier and third tier cities. Neighborhood level disparities
in access to mortgage credit access have a long history and have been documented in several cities by NCRC
Richardson et al. In these cases of gentrification and racial displacement, affluent white incomers often
displace the incumbent minority residents. It is a comprehensive national level analysis of gentrification and
displacement in metropolitan areas. Liveright Publishing.


